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A Safer Workplace Series with Hollander Design Group
Since the COVID-19 pandemic became a reality for working
people everywhere, we’ve been closely following the voices and
actions of many – the CDC and other governmental agencies,
world leaders, A&D firms, our industry’s product manufacturers,
and more. One voice we’d like to share with you is Hollander
Design Group, a firm headquartered in San Diego, California.
Headed up by Jeffrey Hollander and Viveca Bissonnette, HDG
has been meticulous in engaging with the lightning topic of the
pandemic, crafting a series of COVID-19 newsletters around
their thinking. Over the next several weeks, we will publish these
statements and work with the team at Hollander Design Group
to continue looking at the most important issues surrounding the
pandemic and its effects on the workplace. This week, you’ll find
the first two statements published here under one feature.
FULL STORY ON PAGE 3…

The Pleasing Pleat Collection / Tuohy and Populous
Team Up
Our industry enjoys a wonderful alliance between suppliers and
specifiers. When “hitting on all cylinders”, those relationships
can be truly symbiotic, and such is the case with the fruitful
partnership between Tuohy and Populous Architecture. This
particular product design alliance has given us the Pleat
Collection, a new seating collection capitalizing on the strengths
and aspirations of both parties.
FULL STORY ON PAGE 8…

Contract: The Brand Beyond Print
Notes on the Closing of Contract Magazine

CITED:
“CRISIS FORCES
COMMONALITY OF
PURPOSE ON ONE
ANOTHER.”
—MICHELLE DEAN

After 60 years of covering the contract interiors field of work,
Contract magazine and its affiliated events and website will cease
operations, with its last issue publishing July 2020. Our team
at officeinsight recognizes the loss Contract magazine’s closing
represents, and we know many of our readers feel the same. In
an effort to pay tribute and hear from the magazine one last time,
we reached out to a few friends – John Rouse and Jennifer Busch
– who helped define the vibrant spirit of Contract.
FULL STORY ON PAGE 16…
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As the first Keilhauer chair that is completely carbon neutral, the Swurve
collection isn’t just a comfortable choice, it’s a conscientious one.

Designed by Andrew Jones / Made by Keilhauer
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A Safer Workplace Series with Hollander Design Group
by officeinsight and Hollander Design Group
Ever since the COVID-19 pandemic became a reality for
working people everywhere, we’ve been closely following the
voices and actions of many – the CDC and other involved
governmental agencies, world leaders, architecture and
design firms, our industry’s product manufacturers, and
more. We’ve tried to pass along the best of those voices in
the midst of an absolute upside-down turn of life, work and
play as we knew it.

Viveca Bissonnette, Principal & Vice President, and Jeffrey Hollander, Founder &
President, Hollander Design Group.

One voice we’ve found to be a steadying, anti-panicinducing, informative force for good is that of Hollander Design Group, an architecture and design firm headquartered
in San Diego, California. Hollander Design Group is a small
firm headed up by Jeffrey Hollander, and he and his team
have been meticulous in engaging with the lightning topic of
the pandemic. Hollander and Viveca Bissonnette, Principal & Vice President, began crafting a series of COVID-19
newsletters around their thinking, posted to their website
starting this past May.
From their own chronicle of these statements:
“Hollander Design Group is committed to providing
thoughtful and current information to our partners and
greater community during this uncertain time. Our team is
here to support you and your efforts to return to the workplace by solving problems through the power of design.”
“We believe the conversation about safety and security in
the workplace will be perpetual. These newsletters reflect
serious research into various government and private ‘playbooks’ as well as our considerable experience with clean
rooms and a variety of corporate spaces. We are experts in
creating warm, thoughtful, and safe spaces reflecting the
authentic culture our clients protect.”

Images: courtesy of Hollander Design Group
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“Our newsletters discuss the emotions that need addressing as well as design strategies for the next workplace.”
Our officeinsight team found this information valuable on
many levels; the writings convey the need for strength and
change, but also restraint. Most importantly, the writings offer practical knowledge and steps forward that can impower
the A&D community, their client organizations, and end
users themselves.
Over the next several weeks, we will publish these statements and work with the team at Hollander Design Group
to continue looking at the most important issues surrounding the pandemic and its effects on the workplace. A note
about these writings: as Hollander Design Group is based in
California, some of the content is conceived of with California’s heightened codes and regulations in mind, compared
to many other states. As many of us across the country
have realized, especially in light of COVID-19, state-to-state
regulations can vary wildly. However, the team at Hollander
Design Group have made clear that the healthy changes
many of us are starting to implement should be made available to people in every corner of the country. We agree!
In future installments, we will look at how workplace
infrastructure can be adapted to make safer spaces for the
future – both immediately and through a longer term lens.
This week, you’ll find the first two statements published
here under one feature. Next week, #3 in the series will address air quality.
PART I
Returning to a Different Workplace
Why do you bring them back? The benefits of returning
to the office should outweigh the risks.
Who wants to come back? There will be a wide variety
of viewpoints.
How do you create a culture that accepts all of the new
norms?
The recent pandemic has up-ended our lives in many
ways. What we originally thought was going to be a couple
weeks is rapidly turning into months, maybe longer. Recall
from new dieting and fitness regimens that new behaviors
take three months to establish. Many of your staff are already
there. In order to survive they changed their behaviors and
adapted to new ways of living and working. Many behaviors
will likely require much effort and reasons to change back.
Work patterns and schedules have changed. We have
saved the cost and time of driving to work each day. Our
work wardrobe now has elastic waistbands. We have a
new virtual vocabulary: Zoom, Teams and others. This life
reset has reminded us about the importance of family and
friends. Those with a little slack in our lives have found our

need and joy of giving to others.
Before you start thinking about tactics…do I install
sneeze guards now? What is the new “work from home”
schedule? How many sanitizing stations are adequate? What
are the new cleaning protocols? Do I need infrared CCTV?
Consider – flipping a switch and returning to the workplace as before is probably not realistic. We need to understand and prepare for the “new normal” as we start to think
about returning to working in the office.
So, what is the first step? Our suggestion:
Do this one thing…establish an authentic and professional
trust…and you’ll be fine.
We are faced with a new paradigm…that must be affirmed
before any of us are willing to collaborate closely again:
My company values my safety and is transparent about
the steps they are taking to protect it.
Further, my teammates share my concerns and treat the
situation with equal care and responsibility. One irresponsible actor can put the entire team at risk. To be clear, each
organization has a responsibility to make the physical space
safe, but equally important we have a shared responsibility
to keep each other safe. The organization’s responsibility
extends to fostering this shared trust as well.
Importantly, the commitment to manage and maintain a
secure and safe environment will be timeless and not timely.
Evidence of our efforts will need to be visible consistently.
The information available is overwhelming. We will do our
best to keep you updated in the coming weeks and months
with the latest intelligence we can gather from government
agencies, our clients, facilities professionals and our own
team’s experience. We can do this together.
PART II
So Now What??
In our last communication we discussed the vital importance of establishing an authentic and professional trust between a company and its team members and between team
members as well. Trust is the first key component in our
return to a less physically isolated existence. Organizational
culture must evolve to prioritize this trust to create a safe
and secure environment. Employers must also embrace the
fluid nature of changing federal, state and local guidelines
communicating ongoing changes along the way.
Before making physical changes to our workspaces, companies will need to address the different needs and concerns of each employee. Your team’s reactions to returning
to work will be varied.
Some will embrace returning to work with open arms.
Some have discovered they prefer to work from home.
Some will be anxious to return to work.
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Have you asked your team how they feel? Questions like
“what do you miss about being in the office” and “what
do you love about working from home” can build a more
complete understanding of the particular culture that you
have and suggest new policies that will engage your team.
What works for team members can be balanced with what
works for the company. Communication will be the key to
success and may be different for the varying degree of team
member readiness.
>For team members who embrace returning to work…
Provide safety training and clear documentation of required safety procedures. Make sure that everyone follows
the rules to help those who are less comfortable.
>For team members who are prefer to work from home…
Provide opportunities to work from home with guidelines
and boundaries so that organizational culture is also fostered.
Develop protocols to keep them included in the office culture.
>For team members who are willing to return to a shared
work environment but have concerns…
Encouraging two-way communication is key. Understanding their specific concerns, and communicating what is be-

ing done to address these daily, is vital to maintaining trust.
Perhaps an anonymous survey from Facilities/HR to
determine what the staff is collectively most concerned
about is a great start. However, this is just the beginning.
Small, employee selected, committees having heart to
heart conversations via Zoom or your meeting software is a
sensible and simple way to get the feedback necessary. You
must openly encourage all employees to provide their most
sincere opinions on their workplace. This is what will guide
the cultural and physical decisions that you may consider.
Should these concerns be treated lightly or not discussed,
they may be costlier to correct in the future.
As new research is published on COVID-19 and as
governmental regulations evolve, employee concerns will
change as well.
Most of our clients have already implemented short term
strategies for adapting the workplace. We will not repeat the
basic steps here, but please contact us if you need help
with planning or communication strategies. Managing communication and building consensus has been key to our
success in enabling change. We can do this together.
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The Pleasing Pleat Collection / Tuohy and Populous Team Up
by Bob Beck
On the whole, our industry enjoys a wonderful alliance
between suppliers and specifiers. When “hitting on all
cylinders” those relationships can be truly symbiotic, and
this story begins with a great relationship between Gary Hart
of Hart Associates, the Tuohy sales representative in Kansas
City, and Populous Architecture. Mr. Hart was of the opinion that Tuohy and the product design practice at Populous
should be working together on new products.
Populous is most famous for architecture on a grand
scale – think major stadiums, sports arenas and convention
centers, and the urban planning involved in those megaprojects. Capitalizing on its proximity to Kansas State
University and the excellent combination Master’s Degree
program the university offers in Interior Architecture and
Product Design (IAPD), Populous has built an accomplished product design studio under the leadership of Senior Principal, Adam Stover, KSU class of 2002. The project
team for what became the Pleat Collection was led by Garrett Steinlage, KSU class of 2017.

At the urging of Mr. Hart, an exploratory meeting was arranged between a team from Populous and Matt Elder, who
is in charge of product development at Tuohy. The meeting
produced an agreement to work together on a seating collection with a broad range of applications ranging from the
private office, where Tuohy is strong, to hospitality, where
Populous has deep experience.
I asked Mr. Stover to comment on how the Product Design practice at Populous decides which companies to work
with and which products to work on. He said, “For Populous, it’s a couple of things. Our focus is to create solutions
where we see voids in the market and the manufacturer’s
portfolio. In this case, we saw a need at Tuohy for a seating
collection with a wide variety of bases, designed to integrate into a variety of applications and verticals based on
materials and configurations. The depth of flexibility allows
a designer to utilize the same collection and manufacturer
throughout the project while being able to tell different
stories along the way.”

Pleat Chair with Solid wood base shown in typical hospitality setting. Photo courtesy of Tuohy
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Populous’ initial sketches as submitted to Tuohy. Courtesy of Populous

Final dimensioned drawing with 4-star base

Prototype shell in a “seating buck” that allows adjustments to sitting comfort. Photo courtesy of
Populous
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“The first priority is that we’re solving
a problem and not just creating another
widget. When it comes to working with
a company, you can’t really solve a
problem if you don’t know the company, their capabilities, and the people
involved. I’ve known Gary Hart and Jeremy Aug [Tuohy VP of Sales] for a long
time, and over the years we’ve developed a level of trust in Tuohy and their
collaborative approach, projects, and the
obstacles that occur along the way.
“Just like anything, I wish I could
say everything always goes right, but
that isn’t reality, and it’s important

that when problems do arise, we can
jump on the phone and go straight
to the source and know that we are
working together to solve the problem.
The manufacturer and their design
representatives are extensions of our
team. It is important to work with companies we know and trust and to work
on solving real voids in the company’s
portfolio and real world needs we see
on our projects.”
I asked Tuohy CEO, Dan Touhy,
what the company was hoping to
achieve with the product. He said, “We
had been talking about expanding our

seating portfolio, and because Tuohy is
pretty concentrated in the private office
segment, we wanted a product with
ability to play in the hospitality market,
but was refined enough to work where
we’ve traditionally been strong.”
Once the agreement to collaborate
was in place, and the problem was set
in the broadest terms, the Populous
team set about designing the solution.
The team Mr. Stover put together along
with himself and Mr. Steinlage included
Felicia Balestrere and Kuebler Perry.
Within a few weeks, they sent Tuohy
sketches that outlined their ideas.
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“We loved the ideas and because
our area of expertise is wood our plan
was to make the chair using a molded
plywood shell,” Mr. Elder said. “But
after a fair amount of exploration, we
realized that we couldn’t keep some
of the aesthetic details we had fallen
in love with, so we shifted gears and
began working on molding the shell
of engineered plastic. I knew we’d
need help engineering a very complex,
multi-functional molded plastic shell,
so we brought Conrad Marini, of the
Toronto area development engineering firm, CMM Design Associates

onto the team. Once that decision was
made and the full Pleat team, including Populous, Tuohy and CMM, was
in place, the rest was just solving the
problems as they arose.”
“We spent many iterations making
sure the comfort was there for each of
the base types. We had to make small
adjustments to attachment points and
geometry for each base to be sure
the chair is comfortable for a range of
body sizes and seated positions. And
throughout the process, we all worked
hard to protect the aesthetic details
Populous wanted and we loved. It was

Pleat arm detail. Photo courtesy of Tuohy

Detail of the pleat that gives the chair its name. Photo
courtesy of Tuohy

Seat detail

a great team effort with everyone playing their part.”
Product development is a team
sport, and each member of the
team I spoke to was full of praise
for the work of the others. In my
opinion that is one of the best signs
of a high-functioning team. It takes
dedication to the best possible result
and a willingness to try dozens if not
hundreds of approaches in order to
keep desired details – whether you’re
talking about comfort or the stitching
of the back-pleat, or the way different
fabric choices interface.
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Pleat shown in conference application with 5-star base and casters

Pleat shown in guest chair application with 4-leg base. Photo courtesy of Tuohy
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Pleat wire base in informal seating arrangement. Photo courtesy of Tuohy

Pleat “trumpet” base

When I visited Tuohy last December,
I was treated to a review of the latest
prototype. I particularly liked the shape
of the “bucket shell,” especially the
simple way the arm was made from an
aesthetically unique folding-over of the
edge. I say simply, but the team assures me it wasn’t simple from a tooling
design and molding standpoint. At the
time of my visit, they were still working
on the adjustments to accommodate
the five base types, making sure the
chair was comfortable on each one.
This year the art of launching a
product in our industry is in uncharted
water, so it’s my hope that officeinsight
can be one avenue for our audience to
see “what’s new!”
I congratulate Tuohy on a splendid
design and development result, and I
hope their dream of selling the chair
into hospitality projects as well as corporate office projects comes true. 
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Design: POPULOUS
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Contract: The Brand Beyond Print
Notes on the Closing of Contract Magazine
by John Rouse, Jennifer Thiele Busch, and friends / compiled and edited by officeinsight
Three weeks ago, one of our industry’s
media giants announced it will be closing its doors. After 60 years of covering
the contract interiors field of work, Contract magazine and its affiliated events
and website will cease operations, with
its last issue publishing July 2020, and

online content and newsletters retiring
September 1.
Our team at officeinsight recognizes the
loss Contract magazine’s closing represents, and we know many of our readers
feel the same. In an effort to pay tribute
and hear from the magazine one last

time, we reached out to a few friends who
helped define the vibrant spirit of Contract. Below, please enjoy notes from Jennifer Busch, who served as a long-time
editor-in-chief of Contract Magazine, and
John Rouse, who for many years steered
the magazine in the publisher’s role.

Images: courtesy of John Rouse
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Jennifer Thiele Busch, Contract magazine Editor-in-Chief,
1990-2011
The other day I received a text message from my old
friend Bill Grant, founder of Grant Design Collaborative,
asking me to provide a quote for a retrospective he was
preparing about his firm’s body of work, which includes
the redesign of Contract magazine in 1999. Then came
a phone call from Bob Beck, inviting me to write a tribute
to Contract for this issue of officeinsight. And before those
came some pestering from John Rouse, my one-time boss
at Contract, asking me to partner with him on a statement
honoring the magazine, which announced on June 29 that
it was ceasing publication after more than 60 years serving
the commercial interior design industry. I say this last part
affectionately, as I credit John with so many good things
in my career, including his unwavering support as I found
my voice over the 11 years (1999-2010) I had the honor to
serve as editor-in-chief for Contract.
The day Contract folded, I was shocked and more than a
little despondent. To me the magazine was a third child that
I nurtured for just shy of 21 years. What got me through that
dark day was the good memories, and the many condo-

Contract team circa 2008

lences I received from old industry friends and colleagues
expressing similar feelings of bewilderment and sadness.
And as I contemplated these requests to pay tribute to Contract, and what words I might want to commit to paper (or
rather, the eternal, unforgiving spotlight of the digital realm),
I realized that more than anything else, I feel that the loss of
Contract is a significant loss for the entire industry.

The Contract gang circa 2003
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I’m not going to cast blame. Many legitimate media
brands struggle to find relevance in a social media culture
where everyone considers themselves an expert, and the
coronavirus pandemic has created such unforeseen and
dire circumstances that it would be inappropriate to lay
the responsibility for the magazine’s demise at any specific
door. I will say that I believe the industry will come to regret
Contract’s demise as the field of thoughtful and curated
design magazines – which the design profession continues
to embrace – narrows. A spirited industry such as ours,
with a wide range of experiences and perspectives and no
lack of inspirational stories and opinions to share, needs a
variety of outlets for their voices. An important one representing design for the real world – not just the one percent
– has now been silenced. Unfortunate that as our industry
preaches about diversity, its media landscape is becoming
less diverse. At some point we will wish to have a project
published, a product introduction written about, a designer
profiled – or even an advertisement placed – and there
won’t be enough options available to reach the broad range
of our constituency.
Perhaps more importantly, as the relevance of interior
design practice continues to be challenged and devalued,
Contract’s demise means we have lost a significant and vocal advocate for the profession as a key business consultant
to clients seeking to leverage the built environment to reach
their organizational goals.
Contract represented design excellence, from the Interiors Awards and Designer of the Year Award to the Best of
NeoCon Awards, and of course, the month to month editorial pages that will no longer document the evolution of an
industry. But first and foremost, Contract represented community – a community of passionate individuals engaged in
thoughtful dialog for the benefit of their clients but also for
the planet and society at large.

John Rouse and Jennifer Busch with the Chao Family

Several years ago, long after I had left the editorial world
for the manufacturing world, I had an early morning breakfast with a designer who I had not seen in quite a few years.
When he arrived and sat down, the first thing he said to
me was that as he reflected on our shared past on his way
to our meeting, he realized that most of the people in his
trusted professional network he came to know through his
connection with Contract magazine. To me it was the finest
compliment imaginable.
The magazine will be missed. The community will live on
in those who nurtured and supported Contract before, during and after my time there. I regard you all with gratitude
for what we accomplished.

Anastasia Lesjak, John Rouse and Mausi McDaniel
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John Rouse, Publisher 2001-2016 / Publisher Emeritus
2017
As stated eloquently by Jennifer Busch, the print platform
of Contract is the brand…it is what inspires, educates, reminds and pushes the design community to do great work.
In addition to digital, where Contract also led the way –
remember Contract Connected – there are four imaginative
face-to-face events Contract offered that brought an already
collegial community even closer. Each of these events offered something valuable, unique and memorable.
Contract Design Forum is a serious discussion about the
promise and business of design held annually at rotating venues across the country. From the Ritz Carlton, Key
Biscayne, to the Hotel Jerome in Aspen, physical inspiration
was always present. It featured speakers that were perhaps
lesser known at the time but well known today. Topics
such as virtual technology, quantifying design, start-up

John Czarnecki, Ellen Cook, John Rouse, and Murrye Bernard at Hotel Jerome

incubators and getting elected on a design platform were
advanced topics for their time. Provocateurs such as John
Cary, Cameron Sinclair, Howard Tullman, Maurice Cox and
Theaster Gates delivered memorable presentations on the
power of design. It also hosted what was the first panel
discussion between real estate brokers, clients, and design
professionals – a very spirited debate, in hindsight. Its most
important contribution was fostering the good will generally
present among all design firms: that by working together, a
rising tide will lift all boats.
Best of NeoCon is the gold standard for product design.
Under the aegis of Merchandise Mart Properties, Inc.,
Contract Magazine, and The McMorrow Reports, Eileen
McMorrow guided teams of jurors to review as many as 425
entries in 24 hours over three days. She recruited and managed 50 jurors who met with each entrant, discussed the
products, and had a question and answer session. Truly a
master class in event organization, Contract’s editorial team
would then create the individual awards and a slide show
overnight for presentation to 200 or so very curious marketers and designers.
Standards are vital to any industry. What is considered the
best? Who is considered worth following? How do we know
what products are vetted by professionals versus “user-supplied content or online popularity” contests or quid pro quo?
If your product is brand new, you need a small focus group
to ensure you are on track. This competition provided that,
and all industries need more products at the top.
The Best of NeoCon remains unchallenged as the highest
achievement in product design for the commercial design
industry.

John Rouse, Wolfgang Puck and Irwin Miller
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The Inspirations Awards, over a period of 12 years, honored nearly 50 projects and awarded $150,000 in grants
to worthy causes. Socially conscious commitment almost
seems antiquated…yet Contract introduced the first competition for socially sensitive design.
These awards recognize a commitment to social responsibility in commercial interior architecture and design by
implementing design to improve the quality of life for those
in need. Winners are recognized for work completed for
clients that serve a worthy cause. An astonishing range of
projects includes a tsunami shelter by Japanese Professor Hiroto Kobayashi and students at Keio University, and
Gensler’s The Honor Foundation, a transition facility for
Navy Seals and Special Forces. The inspiration covers
the spectrum.
John Rouse and Cheryl Durst

Karen Daroff and Wing Chao
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The Interiors Awards featuring The Designer of the Year
is the penultimate, and only, recognition of juried singular
and collective design achievement. When started by Interiors Magazine and more than ably continued by Contract,
Michael Graves, Orlando Diaz- Azcuy and Charles Pfister
were not household names when honored. It has been
almost 30 years for Gary Lee, 26 for Lauren Rottet, 22 for
David Rockwell and almost 20 for Shigeru Ban. The DOY
Award signified courageous industry leadership by editors
willing to take risks on firms lesser known to the industry.
We believe “Starchitects” are important. They provide
what many consider examples of great design. More
importantly, they provide firms in the industry a method
to determine their own work’s value. Over the years many
professionals asked, “Why should I enter this competition?”
The answer: Because you will know where you stand. Perhaps your work is legitimately superior. All the more reason
to enter. This fraternity of the Designers of The Year as well
an august group of Interiors Awards Winners cherished
their experience, made new friends, and were collectively
inspired to do their best work.
A few final observations on marketing, whether you have
a firm or produce a product. As a design professional,
you have options for getting your work published. Detailed

explanations of how a healthcare project is successful are
many times more important than the perfunctory corridor
photograph. Clients expect attractive. Your programming,
experience and research are sometimes taken lightly because there are too few pages to explain.
If you did not ask questions of the publications before,
please consider each carefully. Who do they reach? Do they
provide an online issue? Where will you be positioned? These
are all important features to consider when getting published
anywhere is generally a once every few years’ experience,
except for the hyper-talented and hyper-productive.
Marketing professionals also need to constructively
evaluate where to invest their hard earned “disposable”
income. There are just a few editorial avenues. Maintaining even coverage of the verticals serving any industry is
vital to its growth. Industry leaders have a special responsibility as smaller firms tend to follow larger ones and
copy marketing strategies.Finally, to the industry, I know
I speak for the Contract team, past and present, that we
immensely enjoyed our relationships with the many incredible design and marketing professionals over the past
decades. Our hope is that you carefully consider all future
decisions in order that your opportunities broaden instead
of narrow. 

Viveca Bissonnette, Felice Silverman, Anne Marie Giannoudis, and Mike Wagner at Contract Design Forum
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r-d connection
RESEARCH-DESIGN CONNECTION

Benefits of Nature-based Experiences
by Sally Augustin, Ph.D.
Weir reports on the findings of numerous studies that have established the
psychological value of nature-based
experiences. The material related to
experiencing nature while indoors have
the widest applicability. Weir states,
for example, that “Berman and colleagues found that study participants

who listened to nature sounds like
crickets chirping and waves crashing
performed better on demanding cognitive tests than those who listed to other
sounds like traffic and the clatter of
a busy café…[Franz and colleagues]
found that any exposure to nature – in
person or via video – led to improvements in attention, positive emotions
and the ability to reflect on a life problem…[a team lead by White, University
of Exeter] concluded that while the
real deal is best, virtual reality can be
a worthwhile substitute for people who
are unable to get outdoors…White and
his colleagues found that people who
watched nature videos with a diverse
mix of flora and fauna reported lower
anxiety, more vitality and better mood
than those who watched videos featuring less biodiverse landscapes.” 
Kirsten Weir. 2020. “Nurtured by
Nature.” Monitor on Psychology, vol. 51,
no. 3, pp. 50-56.

SUDOKU
Fill in the empty cells so that every row, column and
cube contains a digit from 1-9, without duplication.
(Level: Easy)

Sally Augustin, PhD, a cognitive
scientist, is the editor of Research Design
Connections (www.researchdesignconnections.com), a monthly subscription
newsletter and free daily blog, where
recent and classic research in the social,
design, and physical sciences that can
inform designers’ work are presented
in straightforward language. Readers
learn about the latest research findings
immediately, before they’re available
elsewhere. Sally, who is a Fellow of the
American Psychological Association,
is also the author of Place Advantage:
Applied Psychology for Interior Architecture (Wiley, 2009) and, with Cindy
Coleman, The Designer’s Guide to Doing
Research: Applying Knowledge to Inform
Design (Wiley, 2012). She is a principal
at Design With Science (www.designwithscience.com) and can be reached at
sallyaugustin@designwithscience.com.
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For complete releases,
visit www.officeinsight.com/officenewswire.

PRODUCT INTROS
>Allseating launched L1,
an ergonomic task chair
inspired by the L1 vertebra,
the most superior of the
lumbar vertebrae that gives
reinforcement to the entire
upper spine. L1 lives up to its
namesake by providing the
end user with back support
and comfort for the entire
day, and accommodating a
wide range of body types.
An integrated seat slider allows for simple and intuitive
calibration, with two-directional arms that invite users
to maneuver them for optimal
forearm and shoulder comfort
whether it be up and down,
or backward and forward. In

addition, L1 comes with an
optional adjustable headrest
and lumbar, tilt lock and tilt
tension. The chair is available
on Allseating’s Work From
Home Program designed to
support the needs of remote
workers. Read More
>Camira, as a major supplier
of privacy screen and panel
fabrics for the international
interiors market, spoke with
a selection of customers
to compile tips and tricks
from the experts on “Designing for the New Workspace
with Panels and Screens.”
Creating personal protective
workspace solutions using
privacy panels and screens
for physical separation are a

officenewswire
must as we enter our ‘new
normal’. Camira provides a
very wide range of vertical
fabrics which have acoustic
properties for use with sound
absorbing substrates, and all
of its synthetic fabrics in polyester and polypropylene can
be cleaned and disinfected
using bleach. Read More
>Interface introduced
LaunchPad™, a new platform designed to provide
interior designers and architects with more of the latest,
cutting-edge carpet tile designs at an expedited pace.
The initial set of products
made available through the
platform push Interface’s tufting process to new heights to
offer a variety of exclusive designs that respond to current
and upcoming trends, and

result in dynamic shifts in pile
height and patterning. The
initial product set consists of
eleven new styles, available
independently or combined
to create dynamic transitions
through contrast, color or texture. These subtle transitions,
as well as some of the inaugural LaunchPad carpet tile
styles available, are biophilic
in nature. The styles were
designed by Interface VP of
Product Design, Kari Pei, and
the Hive, and David Oakey
of David Oakey Designs. As
LaunchPad refreshes a few
times throughout the year,
Interface will offer additional
new and innovative styles
from its talented designers
within the Interface Design
Studio. Read More

Allseating: L1

Camira panel fabrics

Interface: LaunchPad - Deeply Rooted, Maple Sage
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>Keilhauer’s newest textile,
Hatch, is an updated take
on matelassé: a traditional,
French fabric that mimics
the style and effect of old
Provençal quilts. In Hatch,
the classic, romantic textile,
most commonly associated
with coverlets, is reimagined
for new applications and
environments. The timeless
upholstery option features an
embossed, cross hatch pattern. Hatch tailors exceptionally well, to complement the
clean lines and forms that
are a signature of Keilhauer
and modern design today.
The three dimensional textile
is a soft and elegant solution
for contract applications.
It is available in 20 gentle,
muted colors to accentuate
the fabric’s inherent softness.
Read More

Keilhauer: Hatch

>Keilhauer also introduced
Acoya, a high-performance
upholstery featuring beautiful texture and pattern to
add sophistication, warmth,
and softness to commercial
environments. The name
Acoya is a playful acronym for
“A Choose Your Own Adventure.” Like the popular storybooks from childhood, Acoya
is about experimentation and
choice. The mix-and-match
textile features four different
designs – Pixel, Scatter, Grid
and Reverse – and 10 coordinated colors ranging from
trendy high-energy brights to
timeless soft neutrals. Print
mixing and color blocking is
simple with Acoya, allowing
designers to create a feeling of
the unexpected while maintaining cohesion. Made from
over 50% recycled content,

Keilhauer: Acoya

Maars: Living Walls.M923

Acoya is a sustainable cover
solution. It is exceptionally
durable and able to withstand
heavy-duty abrasion. It provides excellent color fastness
and resists staining. It can
stand up to use in the rigorous
use in high traffic areas such
as education environments
and training rooms. Read More

>Maars Living Walls’ new
M923 wall instantly creates
physical, visual and acoustic
boundaries as people return
to the office and other public
spaces. The patent-pending
solution, designed in collaboration with Gensler as a
product design consultant,
is simple-to-use and hackable to let users create and
define their own space in
open-office structures. The
concept combines elements
of modern wall decoration,
functional office furniture and
movable walls in a standalone
product. Panels in a variety of
materials snap into place on a
steel frame. In the new reality
where physical boundaries
are key, M923 lets users
quickly create boundaries
between office walkways
and working team members.
People also can divide open
office areas into smaller zones
and even into individual
workspaces. In addition to
offering flexible separation
in the open office, it can be
specified for any environment
that requires physical, visual,
or acoustic boundaries, including restaurants, stores,
hotels, lobbies, airports, and
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schools. “We’re in a time
when everything’s changed,
in a matter of months,” said
Maars CEO Menno de Vries.
“We’re returning to workplaces and public spaces, but
with a new perspective. The
health and safety of people
– always a given, but maybe
taken for granted – is now
front and center wherever we
go. Because our collective
view of interior environments
has changed, new designs
will follow. Space division is at
the heart of this future design,
and open spaces must adjust.” Read More
>Sandler Seating’s new
Social Distancing Strap attaches to any seating model
to identify a chosen social
distancing pattern. It is made
from brushed aluminum for
added durability with signage
that can be customized, attaching to the seat via Velcro,
which makes removal and
repositioning easy. Popular
applications may include
university lecture theatres,
schools, conference halls,
cinemas, theatres, public
transport, and business
auditoriums. Sandler’s social
distancing collection also includes protective screens and
gel dispensers. Read More

Sandler Social Distancing Strap

>Stylex introduced the Quick
collection of upholstered
screens. Created by Stylex’s
in-house design team, Quick
presents a simple way to carve
out private, protected spaces
within open-plan environments. With a lead time of only
10 business days, Quick is
essential design at a moment’s
notice. Instantly reconfigurable
without the use of special
tools, these lightweight spatial
dividers can stand alone or be
grouped together, with optional
casters making them even
easier to move or nest when
not in use. A top connecting
screw allows grouped panels
to very simply create any size
corner angle. Quick is available
in two heights (54” and 68”)
and two widths (30” and 48”)
to support privacy and protection to seated and standing
users alike. The screens come
standard with ½” plated-steel
feet that may be specified
in 26 powder-coated colors.
Upholstery options are equally
plentiful, ranging from refined
woven textiles to resilient,
bleach-cleanable fabrics.
Quick screens are designed
and tested to BIFMA performance standards; GREENGUARD and LEVEL® certifications are anticipated Fall 2020.
Read More

Stylex: Quick screens

Teknion: Behind-You Screen

>Teknion launched BehindYou Screen, a user-controlled
partition that creates workstation boundaries, enhancing privacy and comfort in
open plan work spaces. The
solution can be added to
both panel based workstation
layouts and desking configurations. The flexible screen

attaches to a workstation
along one side and is free on
the other end to be rotated
around in order to create a
shield behind a worker’s office
chair. By blocking a portion
of the peripheral distraction
in high traffic work areas, the
screen ensures employees
can take advantage of more
intense concentration and
productivity. When not in use,
the screen slides back into
the workstation, saving space.
Providing seated visual privacy
at 51” high, screen material
options include textured translucent and fabric. The gable
portion is available in solid finishes which include Laminate,
Seamless, Flintwood, and
Natural Veneer. Read More
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NOTEWORTHY
>SmithGroup named the
recipients of the 2020
SmithGroup Equity, Diversity
and Inclusion (EDI) Scholarships. This program was established in 2018 to support
and mentor students from
historically underrepresented
demographics in architecture,
interior design, planning,
landscape architecture and
engineering. The program’s
mission is to provide these
students with the opportunity
to attain their professional
goals while advancing AEC
industry and improving the
built environment. The 2020
scholarship recipients:
-Chloe Crusan is a rising
senior at University of Notre
Dame, majoring in electrical
engineering.
-Makayla Davis is entering her senior year at The
Ohio State University where
she’s pursuing a Bachelor of
Landscape Architecture with
a minor in African American

and African studies.
-Uriel Figueroa is pursuing a
Master of Architectural Engineering degree at Lawrence
Technological University.
-Anjelica Gallegos is a student at Yale University where
she is pursuing a Master of
Architecture degree.
-Thabang Nyondo is pursuing
a Master of Architecture and
Health degree at Clemson
University.
Each scholarship recipient
will receive a one-time award
of $6,000 to offset their tuition costs. In previous years,
the EDI scholarship recipients
have been offered a paid
summer internship opportunity in one of SmithGroup’s
U.S. offices. Due to COVID-19, recipients will now be
engaged in the firm’s offices
once they can safely re-open.
This may include attending
office events and meetings,
a paid fall or spring break
internship or a paid internship
throughout the school year.
Read More

>Interior Design’s 15th
Annual Best of Year Awards
entries are due Sep. 10. “It’s
certainly been an unprecedented 2020, and our Best
of Year Awards definitely calls
for something special this
year,” said Cindy Allen, Editorin-Chief of Interior Design.
“And as the awards program
goes virtual, we’ll be expanding the honors beyond products and projects, to include
the super-talented people
whose accomplishments
have positively impacted our
beloved design industry. I’m
just thrilled to host—and
honor—this year’s best at
our ever-evolving celebration among Interior Design’s
global audience of over 9
million…wow!”
New to the Best of Year
Awards are 15 categories rec-

SmithGroup 2020 Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Scholarships: Clockwise from top left - Chloe Crusan, Makayla
Davis, Uriel Figueroa, Thabang Nyondo, Anjelica Gallegos

ognizing the most innovative
and forward-thinking design
professionals of 2020. The
new categories include Firm
Leader, Architect, Interior Designer, Manufacturer Leader,
Creative Director, Marketer,
Product Designer, Industrial
Designer, Graphic/Branding
Designer, Lighting Designer,
Landscape Designer as well
as Rising Star and Lifetime
Achievement. Other new
categories for products
include Environmental Impact
and Student Product Design.
Entries from around the world
are accepted for all categories. Product submissions are
open to products and collections introduced to the market
between September 2019
and September 2020. Project
submissions are open to projects completed between September 2019 and September
2020, with the exception of
the “On the Boards” category,
reserved for in-progress projects. People submissions are
open to all active designers,
architects and manufacturers. Student product design
submissions are open to
graduate or undergraduate
students enrolled in accredited design programs. Student
submissions will open on
Aug. 3. Submissions will close
on Sep. 10. A public voting
period for product entries will
take place Sep. 29 – Oct. 9;
finalists will be announced on
InteriorDesign.net on Nov. 6.
Read More
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Kimball headquarters

>Parsons Healthy Materials Lab posted Episode 6 of
its Trace Material podcast
series. This episode gives
a glimpse into the world of
hemp and lime building. It
drops in on a HempLime
construction workshop that
Healthy Materials Lab hosted
alongside Coexist Building,
a HempLime company in
Pennsylvania. HML Directors
Alison Mears and Jonsara
Ruth share the basics of
building with hemp, and the
show pays a visit to Coexist’s
farm in Blandon, PA to hear
about their hemp house on
wheels. Read More
>Save A Sample! is seeking
feedback to help plan the
next event. Save A Sample!’s
annual materials upcycling
event takes place in cities

throughout the U.S. and
Canada. Donated samples
are picked up and delivered
to local design schools to
provide richer resources for
talented design students
while diverting materials from
landfill. “When will you be
ready for Save A Sample!? Let
us know!” Read More

ENVIRONMENT
>As one of the first companies to do so, Kimball has
registered its corporate headquarters for the new WELL
Health-Safety Rating created
by the International WELL
Building Institute. The WELL
Health-Safety Rating is an
evidence-based, third-party
verified rating for all new and
existing building and space

types focused on operational
policies, maintenance protocols and emergency plans to
help organizations prepare
their spaces for re-entry in a
post COVID-19 environment.
The pandemic has highlighted
the critical role that buildings
play in supporting people’s
health, safety, and well-being.
“We are fully committed to establishing a workplace that will
make our Kimball family feel
safe returning to work and are
creating an environment that
fuels employee productivity,
engagement and retention,”
stated Wendy Murray, VP of
Marketing at Kimball.
The WELL Health-Safety
Rating includes 21 features
across the following core
areas, a minimum of 15 which
need to be met:
-Cleaning and Sanitization
Procedures
-Emergency Preparedness
Programs
-Health Service Resources
-Air and Water Quality Management
-Stakeholder Engagement
and Communication Read
More

PROJECTS
>KI recently supported Owens Corning in redesigning its
corporate headquarters and
creating workspaces that will
support the organization for
the next 25 years by engaging its “Infinity from KI” process. “When we first met with
the team from Owens Corning,
they knew their 20-year-old
headquarters building was
great, but it really wasn’t great
for the next 25 years,” said
Jonathan Webb, market leader
for workplace strategy and
design, KI. “We met with a
cross-functional team to discuss the future and establish
the principles that would guide
the eventual renovations and
development of their main
‘Hub’ working space.”
Those principles included
collaboration, productivity,
and cost, as well as leveraging the beautiful sight lines
overlooking the Maumee River
and downtown Toledo, OH. It
was the creative collaboration
between KI and the Owens
Corning team that led to a
highly energized, innovative
space to bring people together
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to collaborate and help Owens
Corning grow, especially from
a global perspective.
“Some companies come in
and want to talk to you and
tell you their thought starters

KI: Owens Corning

before they even understand
what you want,” said Deb
Craig, senior construction
manager, Hines. “KI was so
different. They really wanted
to listen. They wanted to hear

what we’re doing now, what
we need to change and what
we like. They had so many
creative ideas of how to get
us from where we thought
we wanted to be to where we

really ended up.”
After listening to their ideas,
desires and special requirements, the team engaged
Infinity from KI, a process
by which the KI team helps
design and build personalized
furniture solutions, tailored
to meet the needs of each
client’s brand, space and
employees. In partnering with
Owens Corning, KI co-created workspaces that blend
beautifully within the interior
curves of their unique César
Pelli-designed building, where
typical systems product would
not work. As a result, these
dynamic, employee-centered
workstations actively enable
collaboration, organization
and personalization while
seamlessly supporting the
building’s unique architecture.
In addition, KI and Owens
Corning designed the marquee
conference room in the ‘Hub’
with 33 feet of glass storefront featuring KI’s Lightline®
architectural wall, providing
beautiful views of the river. The
custom wall framework was
also used in a new way, featuring Zintra® felt-based material
in different colors and shape
cutouts to help with wayfinding. Solid panel Evoke®
architectural walls were
specified with markerboard
shells, magnetic accessories
and integrated power to further
facilitate employee meetings
and work styles.
“The entire design has created
a new way to work,” said Rick
Avery, sourcing director for
global indirect materials, Owens
Corning. “KI being part of this
project was integral to helping
us realize our vision of a new
way to work.” Read More
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EVENTS
>The Architecture & Design
Film Festival changed the
format for its fall events
and is still open for submissions of films related to
social justice. Presented by
Eventscape, the 12th season
of ADFF will take place during a two-week period, Nov.
19-Dec. 3, offering a robust
program of online content for
film and design buffs across
the U.S. and Canada. As
always, ADFF will curate a selection of films that celebrate
the creative spirit behind architecture and design paired
with introductions by special
guests and director Q&As.
Kyle Bergman, Founder and
Director of ADFF explains,
“This pandemic has shaken
the world like nothing else in
our lifetime. It is now more
important than ever to continue to share inspiring stories
of art, culture, architecture
and design, to stay positive
and look forward to a brighter

future for humanity.”
ADFF 2020 will present
16-20 film programs. Each
program will have special
introductions and Q&As with
the directors and protagonists
from the films. The festival
will create additional opportunities for live chats and
other programming that will
take place during the festival.
ADFF has already received
many great films that are
under consideration for this
year’s lineup, but is still
accepting submissions until
Aug. 7. With the understanding that deep-rooted social
injustices continue to plague
our society, particularly related to race and gender, the
festival is strongly encouraging filmmakers to submit films
that connect issues of social
justice with architecture and
design. ADFF will waive the
submission fees for films that
fit into this category. Read
More

HOK webinar.Social Responsibility & Taking Action

>Be Original Americas and
Louis Poulsen this Wednesday,
Jul. 22 will present “From
Copenhagen & New York:
In Conversation with Øivind
Slaatto,” Noon-1:00pm Eastern
Time (9:00-10:00pm Pacific).
Danish Designer Øivind Slaatto,
creator of the Patera lamp, and
Be Original Americas Ambassador, John Edelman, Design
Consultant will explore design
processes and lighting philosophies. Live Q&A to follow the
talk. Read More

ADFF: Previous films, clockwise from top left, City Dreamers, PUSH, Gateways to New York, The New Bauhaus

>HOK is hosting a webinar this Thursday, Jul. 23:
“Social Responsibility & Taking Action,” Noon-1:00pm
Pacific Time. In HOK’s fifth
PULSE webinar, Regional
Leader of WorkPlace Pam
Light will facilitates a panel
discussion featuring Kimberly
Dowdell HOK, President,
National Organization of
Minority Architects (NOMA);
Rich Grimes Home for Good
& Homeboy Industries;
Sabrina Kiser Salvation Army
– “Room Key” Program; Chris
Ko United Way – Trauma &
Resiliency, ‘Room & Home
Key” Program; Dr Dawn Kurtz
Child360 – Child Development & Early Childhood
Education Read More
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>IFDA NY’s Enlightenment
Series continues today, Jul.
20 with Laura Van Zeyl,
Vice President of Lighting
Technology Development and
Marketing at Dallas Market
Center for an insight on
lighting trends at Lightovation. Scheduled for 10:00am
Eastern Time and moderated
by IFDA NY Co-President
David Santiago, the webinar
discussion will cover the most
directional lighting forms,
functions, and finishes as
seen in Dallas and major European fairs as DMC also gets
ready to host the only other
lighting event taking place
in 2020: the Dallas Lighting
Expo, Aug. 19-21. Read More
>IFDA NY will also present
“The Quest for Fire,” an online event featuring HearthCabinet Ventless Fireplaces
this Wednesday, July 22,
11:00am Eastern Time. The
presentation will be led by Sara
Check, HearthCabinet Director
of Sales and Operations, who

IIDA NY annual meeting

has been working closely with
company founder, architect
Arthur Lasky, for more than
ten years, creating custom
design solutions for high-end
residential, commercial, and
hospitality clients. Read More

>IIDA NY will hold its
2020 Annual Meeting via
Zoom on Tuesday, July 28,
6:00-8:00pm Eastern Time.
Registration is free. Quoting Miguel Ruiz, The Four
Agreements, “Taking action
is being alive. It’s taking the
risk to go out and express
your dream,” IIDA NY stated,

“In the midst of great societal
change and uncertainty, IIDA
NY has an opportunity to lead
our members in a meaningful and impactful way. How
do we harness the power of
collective change and redirect
it toward our own industry
and community? Action. Is.
Creation.” Read More

IFDA NY: Quest for Fire - HearthCabinet
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>IIDA NY Healthcare
Forum is offering a CEU
this Wednesday, Jul. 22:
Design and the Unexpected
- Resetting in the Midst of a
Pandemic – A Case Study,”
5:30-7:30pm Eastern Time.
The Zoom event, which will
provide 0.15 IDCEC CEUs, is
a comprehensive discussion
focused on NYU Langone, one
of NYC’s leading healthcare
facilities, and their response
to COVID 19 in facility planning, design, construction,
and furniture, system product

IIDA NY Healthcare Forum CEU

coordination. $15 General
Admission. Read More
>IIDA NY’s registration for
the Fall 2020 NCIDQ Study
Group is now open. Registration will close on Thursday,
Aug. 6, 5:00 p.m. Eastern
Time. Participation is FREE
for IIDA Members and $50.00
for non-members. Registration fee is waived for previous
participants of the group.
The non-member registration
fee is due by Thursday, Aug.
13, 5:00pm. To participate in

the Study Group, you must
be eligible to take the exam,
and also plan to register for
at least the Practicum and/
or two exam sections for this
coming Fall 2020 exam.
NCIDQ Exam Applications are
due Jul. 31. Due to the cancellation of the Spring 2020
exams, IIDA NY increased
the capacity of the Fall session to a maximum of 50
participants. The Fall Study
Group will be hosted virtually
with a total of eight sessions.
The first, an Interest Session,

IIDA NY: Fall 2020 NCIDQ Study Group

will be held for all registered
participants to find out more
about the exam process and
study group. The next six
are focused study sessions
and are held on consecutive weeks on Mondays and
will conclude prior to the
first exam date. The eighth
session will be held following
the last exam date and will be
focused on providing information about what to expect next
and the path to becoming a
Certified Interior Designer.
Read More
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business
2020 results on Wednesday, July 22 after market close. http://

BUSINESS AFFAIRS
>Herman Miller, Inc.’s Board of Directors terminated the
10% reduction in cash compensation that was imposed
on a majority of the company’s salaried workforce, including executive officers, in April of this year, effective August
2020. In addition, on July 14, the Board approved the grant
of premium-priced stock options to the company’s leadership team. The premium-priced option awards are intended
to further align the leadership team with the goal of increasing
shareholder value. These awards enhance the focus on the
long-term impact of the critical steps management is taking to
aid in the recovery from the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
on the business and position the company for future growth.
The Board determined to grant premium-priced stock options,
as opposed to other forms of incentive compensation, because
of the long-term nature of options and their direct alignment
with share price appreciation. (Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
Jul. 17) https://www.hermanmiller.com/investors/
>HNI Corp. scheduled its quarterly conference call for
investors to discuss second quarter fiscal 2020 results for
this Thursday, July 23, 11:00 a.m. Eastern Time (10:00 a.m.
Central). To participate in the call, please dial 1-877-512-9166
(Toll-free); Conference ID: 6232199. A live webcast of the call
will be available on HNI Corporation’s website (under Investors – News Releases and Events). A telephone replay of the
call will be available through Thursday, July 30, 10:59 p.m.
(Central) at 1-855-859-2056 or 1-404-537-3406 – Conference
ID: 6232199. HNI plans to release its second quarter fiscal

investors.hnicorp.com
>Interface, Inc. intends to release its second quarter 2020
results on Friday, Aug. 7, prior to the open of the market,
with a conference call that morning, 8:00 a.m. Eastern Time.
President and CEO Daniel T. Hendrix and Vice President and
CFO Bruce A. Hausmann will host the call. Listeners may access the conference call live over the Internet at https://event.

on24.com/wcc/r/2395720/9C7E478EC2D35B56AB8221BE
29FB99E0 or through the Company’s website at https://investors.interface.com.
>Interface, Inc. on Jul. 15 announced an amendment to its
syndicated credit facility providing for, among other things,
enhanced financial covenant flexibility through the fiscal
quarter ending April 3, 2022. The amended credit agreement
raises the consolidated net leverage ratio covenant limit for
seven quarters and includes a higher interest rate during those
quarters with no change to the borrowing limits. “The amendment to our financial covenant provides us with the flexibility to
strategically manage our balance sheet in alignment with our
business priorities,” said Bruce Hausmann, CFO. “We appreciate the support of our banking group as we navigate through
the global pandemic and position our business for the long
term. Interface continues to maintain strong liquidity, and we
believe the cooperation of our lenders underscores their confidence in our business.” More details are provided in the Form
8-K filed with the SEC on Jul. 16, https://investors.interface.

com/financials/sec-filings/
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>Kimball International, Inc. plans to announce its fourth
quarter fiscal year 2020 financial results on Monday, Aug.
3 after the close of the market, with a conference call the
same day, 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time. The telephone number to
access the conference call is 844-602-5643 or internationally
at 574-990-3014; passcode “Kimball.” The live webcast of the
conference call, and an archived replay after the call, can be
accessed at www.ir.kimballinternational.com.
>Knoll, Inc. plans to report financial results for the second
quarter of 2020 this Thursday, Jul. 23, following the close
of the market, with a conference call the same day, 5:30
p.m. Eastern Time. To access the live Q&A call (844) 7784138 (North America) or (661) 378-9550 International; Q&A
Conference ID 7987923. A replay of the call will be available
through Jul. 30 at (855) 859-2056 or (404) 537-3406, passcode 7987923, as well as on the company’s investor relations
website through Oct. 23. https://knoll.gcs-web.com/
>Mohawk Industries, Inc., in a Form 8-K filed with the SEC
on Jul. 13, responded to a class action complaint over alleged securities laws violations: “As we manage through the
current economic disruption, Mohawk is well positioned with a
strong balance sheet and limited debt. We have recently issued
over $1 billion of long term bonds to strengthen our ability to
strategically invest and better position Mohawk for the future.
Our operations are improving as countries adapt to Covid-19.
“On June 29, 2020, an Amended Class Action Complaint for
violations of federal securities laws was filed against Mohawk
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and its CEO Jeff Lorberbaum in the Northern District of
Georgia. The complaint alleges that the Company (1) engaged
in fabricating revenues by attempting delivery to customers
that were closed and recognizing these attempts as sales; (2)
overproduced product to report higher operating margins and
maintained significant inventory that was not salable; and (3)
valued certain inventory improperly or improperly delivered
inventory with knowledge that it was defective and customers
would return it. The Company intends to vigorously defend
itself in the lawsuit.
“On June 25, 2020, the company received subpoenas issued
by the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of Georgia
and the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on topics
similar to those raised by the amended complaint. The company is cooperating with those authorities.” http://ir.mohawkind.

com/financial-information/sec-filings
>Steelcase Inc. held its annual meeting of shareholders on
July 15. Shareholders elected eleven nominees to the Board of
Directors: Lawrence J. Blanford, Timothy C. E. Brown, Connie
K. Duckworth, James P. Keane, Todd P. Kelsey, Jennifer C.
Niemann, Robert C. Pew III, Cathy D. Ross, Catherine C. B.
Schmelter, Peter M. Wege II, and Kate P. Wolters. They also
approved named executive officer compensation via advisory
vote, and ratified the appointment of independent registered
public accounting firm Deloitte & Touche LLP to serve as independent auditor for fiscal year 2021. http://ir.steelcase.com/

financial-information
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